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MLL 305 Introduction to Intercultural Communication








MLL course
C-credit/elective
No pre-req.
Winter & Summer
4 intensive weeks
Alternative to



Textbook:

Ting-Toomey, S. & Leeva C.
(2011, 2nd edition). Understanding
Intercultural Communication. Los Angeles:
Roxbury.




Course material:

Handouts, PP,
videos, activities, DF SGDB, Blog

Platform:

MLL 305 Online Course: General Description


This course is a critical survey of the foundational concepts of communication and
culture as they intertwined in the field of intercultural communication. Both crosscultural (between different groups) and intracultural (between members of the
same group) communication will be examined. It emphasizes a “process” approach
to the study of communication between people from different cultures. This course
places heavy emphasis on student-centered learning and focuses on self-reflective,
and critical thinking as well as discussion between learners as key components for
their successful learning development.

Online Course: Learning Objectives
By the end of this course, students should be able to:

Explain foundational concepts on intercultural communication.


Compare values across cultures and identify their influence in everyday communication
and behaviors.



Analyze aspects of verbal and nonverbal language than intertwine in intercultural
encounters
Categorize conflict resolution styles across cultures.
Examine the stages on the cultural adaptation process.



Learning outcomes









Increase their awareness of their own communication behavior in intercultural settings and
encourage them to reflect on its consequences in intercultural contacts.
Enhance their appreciation of the diverse and complex ways of communicating and
behaving among different cultures.
Assess the development of their own intercultural communication competence.

MLL 305 Online Course: Expectations for success








Completion of assigned readings, exercises, and activities on time and
meeting requirements.
Full and active participation in your Small Group Discussion Boards
(SGDB) and Class Forums (CF) by the deadlines
Critical reflection on the narrative and customization of your
intercultural blog.
Respectful and inquisitive attitude while engaging in all class
exercises, activities, discussion boards and the Blogs.

MLL 305 Online Course: Assignments









4 weekly Modules: 1/2 units-1- 3 textbook chapters)
Unit: a video tour of the weekly module, 5-8 steps: reading
tasks, reflecting exercises, CF, SGDB, Blog weekly entry
PP, Tasks, exercises, videos (STEPS):
Class Forum (CFs):
Small Group Discussion Board (SGDB);
Blog: My Intercultural Journey
Final reflection

20% (23=506)
25% (17=567)
25% ( 6= 590)
25% ( 4=88)
5%
(22)
100% (1751threads)

Online Course: Structure

MOD. I - Unit 1. Why Intercultural
communication: culture, identity, ICC

MOD. II - Unit 2 Value Orientations
MOD. II - Unit 3: Ethnic Identities

MOD III-Unit 4: Language and Culture:
Verbal & Nonverbal Language
MOD. III- Unit 5: Biases and other
ailments

MOD. IV - Unit 6: Managing
Intercultural Conflict
MOD. IV - Unit 7: International
Transitions
MOD. IV - EXTRA CREDIT: Unit 8: Becoming
an Ethical Intercultural Communicator

Online course: Assignment 1 Class Forum (CF)
CF 1-2





Whole group individual
post/ response
20 CFs
Topics: self-culture
awareness and reflections,
an analysis of an
intercultural encounter/
incident, comments on
specific developmental
tasks, a video reaction,
reflection on specific
exercises, a final course
reflection etc.

CF 3-8: Instructions

CF 9-13: Instructions

CF 16: Student sample: Culture shock

CF 2: sample of student thread: Culture
Identity

CF12: Sample of students threads: Perceptions on
dissimilar others

3 Dimensions of Student Engagement

Online course: Assignment 2
Small Group Discussion Boards (SGDB)


Small groups of 4/5 Ss



Multicultural background





Reflections in response to teacher´s prompts





Exchange experiences, ideas, opinions



5 SGDBS

TOPICS




SGDB´s Posts are expected to show:






constant self- reflection of own bias
provide examples drawn from personal
intercultural experience
engaging conversation
value the learning experiences
development critical-thinking skills



Module I: SGDB# 1- U1: Culture

Module I: SGDB #2 -U1: Awareness of
cultural identity
Module II: SGDB #3- U2: On values
Module II: SGDB #4- U2: On family
and gender socialization
*No SGDB in Module III



Module IV: SGDB #5 U.6: On conflict

SGDB 1-3: Instructions

A. Example of SGDB: a student´s first posting

B. Example of SGDB: students discussion on Cultural Identity
(affiliation)

C. Example of SGDB:
1 student´s responses to other group members

Grading of CF & SGCBs: 1. initial post and 2. responses to
classmates
The initial post:

Responses to Classmates:
A quality post:



Address all points from the prompts



Includes relevant examples



Adds relevant information from the book



Links the book content to personal experience

A quality post:




B quality post:











Addresses most of the points from the prompts
Includes examples that may or may not be relevant
Adds some information from the book
Makes some connections between the book content and personal
experience
C quality post:
Addresses only a few of the points from the prompts
Does not include examples or the ones included are not relevant

you react to at least 4 classmates per due date per GDB and
consistently follow up when others reply to you.
B quality post:





Your posts are of good quality, you do some of the following:
commented on your classmates' posts, you added information,
you brought up points from the book, you offered examples
from your personal experience or from the media or your
work, family, friends to agree or disagree with your
classmates
you react to at least 3 classmates per due date per GDB and
mostly follow up when others reply to you.
C quality post:



Adds some information from the book in the wrong places or adds
very little information
Makes no connections between the book content and personal
experience

Your posts are of great quality, you do most of the following:
commented on your classmates' posts, you added information,
you brought up points from the book, you offered examples
from your personal experience or from the media or your
work, family, friends to agree or disagree with your classmates



Your posts are of OK quality, you do one or two of the
following: commented on your classmates' posts, you added
information, you brought up points from the book, you offered
examples from your personal experience or from the media or
your work, family, friends to agree or disagree with your
classmates
you react to at least 2 classmates per due date per SGDB and
inconsistently follow up when others reply to you.

Online course: Assignment 3- My intercultural journey

An opportunity to:
develop their intercultural competence by showing specific examples of
their intercultural awareness and skills of cross-cultural aspects, selfawareness reflection, analysis of intercultural encounters, identification of
samples of conflict, and assessment of current events in relation, personal
experiences in relation to the course learning content.

Teacher´s roles: 3 dimensions of presence
1. Administrative presence- Course designer: syllabus, module structure, materials, exercises,
assignments, videos tour, script, prompt CF, SBDG STEPS, Blog

2. Social presence- Course facilitator: send information, reminders, answer questions, avoid
procrastination, foster critical reflection, focus on learning objectives, assure

3. Cognitive presence - Course evaluator: instruct, assess student´s learning process, meet
objectives, read-read-read, comment, encourage, provide feedback, keep track, grade, request
feedback and evaluate:


Quality Matters: Standardized online course assessment

*Constant self-reflection on the improvement of roles
*Intercultural learning experience
*GUIDE – MODEL – ENGAGE – LEARN - ASSESS

Examples of teacher´s instruction

Example of teacher as content/skills developer

Example of teacher´s feedback

Student evaluation
What are things that you liked about the class?
-Sharing stories with the classmates about my culture and experiences. (Zu.)
-I think I like everything. The topics of the book and the flexibility of the class.
(Ro)
-Useful, helpful, interesting(Pu)
-Openness, free spirited, being able to express thoughts (He.)
-I like the SGBD , because it made the online class a little more personal. Giving
topics to talk about on the assignments was also helpful. (Ha.)
-Being able to express my thoughts freely in a respectful manner. I really enjoyed
sharing my own experiences and learning about concepts that I could apply to
them and other situations. (Che.)

From 1 to 10, how would you rate the meeting of your expectations
(once being not good at all, 10 being excellent).
-10, we met all of my expectations for an online course and the discussions
were better than I hoped for.( Zu)
-I would rate 10/10 because I enjoyed it greatly (So)!
-Above my expectation, (10! Ni.)

Did you have some “aha” moments (where something really made sense and
you understood it at a deep level)? Please elaborate.
–I learned why people hastily jump into conclusions by observing other cultural norms
that they are unfamiliar with, it is because they judge it from their culture’s point of
view. (Zu.)
Anything else that you may want to add?
-Yes, lots of “aha” moments. I now have a better understanding of culture itself than I
-Thanks for making the class accessible to all students!
did before. I also learned how I should interact with people of different cultures. (Ni.)
-Thank You for a great winter semester. (So)
-The first module that provided the ways we identify was pretty cool. I use a lot when
-It was a wonderful winter course, muchas gracias! (Fe)
thinking about how I identify personally. (Ki)
-This course was really a help, thank you so much honestly you were there for me -When I learned about others’ experiences, I understood it at a deep level (Pu).
before the course had even started!! :) (Ni.)-I didn’t know that there were different types of conflict resolution ways. The
-Thanks for a fun and engaging winter session! (ki.)
categories surprised me because it made me realize that there is more to people’s
-Overall is awesome. (Pu.)
way of life than what’s similar to mine. (He)
-Thank you for your time! (He.)
- I think my greatest “aha” moment was when we started learning about our different
cultural lenses and how we should avoid using it in judging other cultures. I feel like I
-Great class. (Di.)
can be a better person with that skill under my belt. Also, I was excited to go in-depth
-Thank you for a wonderful experience! I feel that I have a better
for the ethnocentrism topic. I am an activist and felt that it definitely contributed to
understanding of my cultural identity and how to handle it.(Che.)
my knowledge because it helped me learn “why” people might hold social biases.
Particularly, I was happy to learn specific terms, jargons, etc. (Che.)

Student-´course evaluation
Please comment on the


discussion boards CF/SGDB:
-My favorite! Learned so much from these and I really liked my small group, some
intelligent people they are! ((Ni.)
-This really made the class fun and interesting. I liked reading about people’s experiences.
(Ki.)
-I love the boards because there are a lot of ideas which came from real stories of
classmates (Pu.)
-Informative, interesting, fun to do (He.)
They were convenient and well organized assignments. (Ha.)
-Very fun! I feel like I got a lot out of the SGDB .(Che.)


Lecturettes:

I actually read them unlike my other classes I never have
the time to read power points since they’re always soooo
long.(Ni)
They are also useful. (Pu.)
-The power points were also concise and to the point. (He.)



My intercultural blog

-Fun! We had something new to do every week so it’s nice
to go back and reflect on what we learned each week. (Ni).

unit readings:
-Interesting, not difficult to understand. (Ni)
-They were short and easy to understand. They went nicely with the fast pace of the course.
(Ki.)
-Even though there are so much readings, I received new knowledge from it. (Pu.)


-The text was not dull and not too many pages assigned (He.)
the exercises/steps:
-A little complicated to follow along with at first. (Ni.)
-This is really helpful.(Pu.)
-The steps were clear and straightforward. (He.)
-The exercise helped to form thought, and conclusions s for the CF/SGDB (Ha.)


-Interesting to write the blog (Pu.)
-Blogs are always fun! I loved that we can express
ourselves with media and words (He.)
- The purpose of the blog is to get you to reflect on what
material you had learned. So they were effective in their
purpose.(Ha.)

Suggestions: Barriers/strategies for online students engagement
(Briggs, 2015)
Social: build community

Make first contact before the course beings

Create an introductory activity

Provide opportunities for learner interaction

Encourage sharing
Administrative: contact, expectations

Establish contact methods and hours:

Provide directions often and in various ways

Provide effective and timely feedback
Motivational Barriers: to keep student on track

Chuck your content

Send reminders to keep students on track

Use variety of multimedia and modalities

Additional “strategies” for students engagement & critical
reflection of intercultural communication
Foster students involvement at different levels: reflection/debriefing
•

design of assignments

•

course evaluation (1expectations, 2 mid 3 final)

•

optional extra credit

Design meaningful and engaging activities, assignments aligned with learning
objectives
Develop skills: encourage critical reflections (knowledge & personal
experiences)
A social café to share interests; Ask questions section for clarification

Directions


Add more media communicated communication synchronously



Research: assess student´s engagement and critical thinking



Improve the design and delivery
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